Shall we take
responsibility?
Over the last two decades, the proportion of the world’s
population living in extreme poverty has dropped faster than
ever before, from a third of the world’s population to under
10%. During the same period, the world population grew by
1.8 billion, and global GDP tripled. More people have access
to products and services previously exclusively available to
elites. Marketing communications’ role has been essential in
this achievement.
To promote the access to a more comfortable lifestyle,
Marketing Communications stimulate consumption… and
overconsumption, with its unwanted results:
On health: In the US, 40% of adults are overweight and 15%
obese. The epidemic of obesity is now recognised as one of
the most important public health problems the world is facing
today, partly due to over-processed food products.
On waste: Every year, approximately one-third of the produced
food gets thrown away. Every year, about 14 million tons of
clothing are thrown away in the United States alone. 20% of
the wastewater in our world is tied to clothing manufacturing
factories. Plastic production doubled in 20 years and on current
trends, by 2050 there could be more plastic in the world’s
waters than fish.
On environment: Dduring the last two decades, 25% of plant
and animal species were threatened with extinction as a
consequence of human activity, which also resulted in an
increase in pandemics. Climate change is the consequence of

the ever increasing consumption of cars, houses, appliances,
computers, travel, etc.
We are part of the problem. Let’s be part of the solution.
Communication is a major driving force of global consumption.
The role of advertising on social and environmental concerns
is determinant, because it raises awareness, influences culture
and sometimes changes attitudes and behaviours of
consumers and citizens, who are the real agents of change.
Over the last twenty years, our industry has played an
increasingly important role in the sustainability agenda. In
response to consumer pressure, many brands have adopted
purpose-driven strategies and some have embraced
sustainability in their corporate practices. Communications
have taken an active stand on responsibility. Authenticity,
transparency and trust are becoming essential elements of the
marketing mix.
The mission of ACT Responsible has been to report these
trends for the past 20 years, share best practices and bring
together key players of the Communication industry keen to
share their commitment to responsible communication. We
thank the advertising agencies who support, finance and
contribute to 100% of our pro-bono actions.
Hervé de Clerck
Dreamleader, ACT Responsible

Discover the stories
behind the data
The communication sector has an undeniable role in promoting and leading change, and within it,
the advertising industry has the power to make a difference.
Acting as intermediaries and social change actors, non-profit organisations have been pressing for change for decades.
With the help of agencies’ pro bono creative advertising, non-profit organisations continue to be strong motivators for
governments, companies, and consumers alike. In addition, the advertising industry has seen a major shift in recent years,
with social responsibility and sustainability taking the forefront in communication strategies of major brands around the world.
The digitalisation of advertising brought an explosion of consumer data, a diversification of communication channels, narrow
targeting strategies, instant feedback, and so forth. It also allowed individuals to voice their concerns and demands to brands
more easily and with higher impact, establishing two-way communication between companies and consumers. Responding
to new expectations, international brands have redefined the norm in terms of corporate behaviour and purpose.
Through twenty years of activity, ACT Responsible has built a unique collection of creative campaigns reflecting these changes
and trends, offering an opportunity to reflect on the evolution of advertising for good. The present report aims to illustrate the
patterns and stories behind a collection of 27,864 meaningful ads.
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Two decades of
responsible advertising
“It’s our business to help”
A few days after the 9/11 attacks, a team from Adforum launched a call encouraging the advertising community to stand up
against violence. ACT (Advertising Community Together) was born. Since 2001, a wide variety of campaigns have been collected
from all around the world. These creative ads educate and raise awareness around social and environmental issues. Celebrating
the organisation’s 20th anniversary is a good time to look back on the past two decades of responsible advertising. The stories
behind the collection’s data enables our industry to reflect on its progress and continue moving forward.
The 20 years exhibition is composed of 57 campaigns created by 55 agencies for 44 advertisers from 37 countries.
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Advertising for good:
a worldwide effort
Although 116 countries are represented in
the collection, 36% of the campaigns are
from the United States, United Kingdom,
and France. Adding Canada, Brazil and
Germany amounts to 50% of the collection.
However, while some parts of the world are
more productive in terms of the amount of
campaigns, as this retrospective exhibits,
agencies from all around the world are
creating breathtaking ads.

An unstoppable
progression
Between 2010 and 2015, agencies from
South America have caught up with the
United Kingdom and Northern Europe in
terms of number of campaigns being
created yearly. While many of them are
from Brazil, agencies in other countries
such as Argentina, Colombia and Peru
have also become particularly prolific
in recent years. This multiplication of
areas where campaigns originate from
brings about new perspectives, original
creative ideas and approaches to the
challenges of our societies.
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The fight for Human Rights
Reducing inequalities and advocating for human rights is a dominant theme in cause-related communication. Amnesty
International is, by far, the most proactive and consistent advertiser when it comes to these issues, with over 200 campaigns
being collected from around the world in the past 20 years.
Through these partnerships with the best creatives of the industry, the organisation has gained an unmatched recognition and
legitimacy with the public. Other organisations, as well as brands, are also increasingly calling on creative agencies to get their
message across and fight injustice.
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In 2003, after facing criticism from some believing the ACT initiative was simply serving the “Good conscience“ of the
industry, we decided to gather the hundreds of campaigns the community was creating pro-bono to raise awareness
on social and environmental issues. This marked the birth of ACT Responsible as a non-profit organisation.
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The emergence of Corporate Social Responsibility
Over 1,300 campaigns collected in the past 20 years
are from corporations
When brands join the movement
2004 marks a turning point in the industry, with the first significant Corporate Social Responsibility campaigns by multinational
companies. Dove can be identified as an early bird, with its Real Beauty campaign proning diversity in beauty and redefining
its industry norms.
On the agency side, 4 of the 6 major holding groups introduce a Corporate Responsibility section in their annual reports for the
first time in 2004, disclosing the measures and initiatives taken for social good, ethics and sustainability. The industry is already
starting to take responsibility for its potential impact on beneficiaries, both positive and negative.

While there are different stances on the legitimacy and meaning of CSR in the industry,
it has become a major communication strategy and is being encouraged by the United
Nations through the Global Compact, launched in 2000 and particularly popular among
European businesses. Since then, the amount of brands using advertising to speak up
about social issues is on the rise.
CSR advertising was initially centralised in Western countries, and gradually spread
to become a global phenomenon. In 2020, the CSR campaigns collected by ACT
Responsible came from 49 countries spread across all continents.
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The digital era: diversification of diffusion channels
While television spots, prints and out-of-home advertising constitute the main diffusion channels up to 2005, the landscape has
since split to an array of over 15 different media. This shift illustrates the multimodal digital world, where advertising creativity has
adapted to new formats and conventions.
The proportion of prints and TV spots has decreased over time, but they still represent large numbers of campaigns each year.
Meanwhile, digital film has become the dominant media, growing from 5% to 27% of collected ads between 2012 and 2021.
New players include social media, applications, music videos and gaming. Although still representing a minority of campaigns,
these new media have been the setting of some incredibly creative and striking campaigns.
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Nature and biodiversity
When it comes to the environment, the protection of nature and biodiversity is the single largest theme tackled by advertising.
Environmental NGOs have produced many ads to create empathy for endangered species, displaced populations and reveal
the destruction of nature’s precious ecosystems.
This general theme peaked in 2006, with over 70 NGO-issued campaigns; a number that has only been beaten in 2017,
illustrating the recent resurgence of discussion around sustainability as a whole. Communicating about the causes and potential
solutions is the first step, and one our industry has a fundamental responsibility to take part in.
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Eliminating extreme poverty: an ongoing fight
Although the United Nations’ goal to eliminate extreme poverty by 2030 seemed to be within reach, the COVID-19 pandemic
caused a worrying resurgence of poverty, putting the cause back at the forefront. The fight continues.
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Access to water: a returning issue
Access to clean water is an overlooked topic in advertising, and has even decreased since 2013, in terms of how many
campaigns related to this topic are created. Still, access to water remains a pressing issue in many areas of the world, and
is bound to seriously deteriorate globally due to climate change. Indeed, according to the United Nations’ latest report, 129
countries are far from being on track to sustainably manage their water by 2030.
Although for now, this issue impacts Western countries less directly, and thereby gets less media attention, we already observe
a resurgence of this theme in campaigns since 2019, and expect this number to continue rising in the years to come.
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The Copenhagen failure?
The United Nations’ climate conference COP15, held in Copenhagen in 2009, was widely considered a failure and vividly
criticised by NGOs. However, despite the absolute fiasco of the conference, the general public’s eye turned to these critical
issues and started taking them seriously. Communications from NGOs and institutions informed and raised awareness on a
variety of issues, changing mindsets and encouraging more responsible behaviours.		
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In 2009 ACT Responsible invites Kofi Annan to speak at the Cannes Lions.
Havas created the campaign tcktcktck: Beds are Burning, a musical
petition to raise awareness on climate injustice at the dawn of Cop 15.
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Behind the data are beautiful stories of humanity
“Diversity & inclusion” has become the buzzword across industries. Agencies are creating new concepts to promote these
important messages of solidarity, equity and inclusion. Made up of campaigns promoting inclusion in the workplace, raising
empathy towards alienated communities or calling for donations, this wide category keeps rising year after year, and represents
the largest proportion of campaigns in the whole collection.
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Taking care of others, ourselves, and our planet
The number of social issues being addressed by advertising has strongly risen in the past 15 years. Subjects such as mental
health and gender equality have been rising since the 2010s. Communication on environmental issues has not grown as much,
but has seen a shift in priorities: communication about renewable energies has decreased since 2012, whilst waste management
and behaviour change campaigns have increased.
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The Advertising Community stands
Together when facing major events,
such as social injustice, political
conflict or natural disasters.
In 2011, ACT launched a call to its
community to support Japan and
showcased the hundred creations
received in the Japanese Pavilion
during the Cannes Lions.
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Drivers of change
Amnesty International, WWF, Greenpeace and the Red Cross have been the most proactive organisations when it comes to
communicating about human and environmental issues. Since 2001, ACT has collected over 1,117 campaigns created for these
four advertisers. Beyond these numbers are individual campaigns that have struck the public, and are still remembered today.
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Voices of change
Over the years, the number of advertising agencies putting their creativity in service of social
and environmental causes has significantly and steadily increased.
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Protecting and empowering women: advertising joins the fight
When over 400 advertisers from 74 countries speak up about violence against women, it shows a need for change.
The amount of campaigns speaking up about domestic violence, sex trafficking, consent, equality and celebrating the autonomy
and empowerment of women have exponentially grown since 2013, marking a true change in the perception of urgency around
these issues. 2013 can be identified as a turning point, sparking discussion around rape culture. After being awarded the Nobel
Peace Prize, Malala’s iconic speech at the United Nations further demonstrated this as she spoke up against women-directed
violence and about the importance of education.
Another bump of campaigns for women can be observed after the major disruption that was the #MeToo movement, which
exploded in 2017.
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Road Safety: can advertising change behaviours?
Road safety is an established topic in advertising, representing over 15% of the campaigns collected in the early 2000s.
Brands from the automobile industry have embraced the subject using either provocative, suggestive or empathetic storytelling
and imagery. Through repeated studies, all of these approaches have been proven to be efficient in changing behaviours,
demonstrating that advertising makes a difference.
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The Sustainable Development Goals: a roadmap for humanity
The 17 Sustainable Development Goals were established by the United Nations and adopted by all member states in 2015.
This set of goals aimed to call both governments and corporations to action, improve cooperation, and set up a common plan
to tackle the global issues of our societies. In addition, the SDGs have become an accessible source of information for all
industries and individuals.
This visualisation represents the proportional importance of each goal among the collection of campaigns for good collected
over the years, thereby giving an idea of which topics our industry is most proactive in addressing.
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Changing behaviours
Our world is constantly changing, and we need to make sure that the coming generations are ready to address and solve
ongoing issues as well as new ones that arise. All causes are put on the radar by educating ourselves and others. The main
challenge, then, is to diffuse the information in a compelling and relatable format, which is the strength of creative advertising.
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Communicating about what matters
Are agencies focusing on different thematics depending on which part of the world they are based in?
While agencies from some world areas appear to have their specialties or focus points, the general tendency is clear: inciting
solidarity, raising awareness and encouraging responsible behaviour, speaking up about forms of violence and fighting diseases
have been and remain the top priorities in communication globally.
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Protecting our oceans
Over the past 5 years, the interest in the protection of the oceans has tripled. While plastic pollution remains the top issue
in advertising campaigns, other intertwined aspects such as overfishing, dead zones and loss of biodiversity have made their
appearance. Some topics have been overtaken by brands for their CSR communication, but NGOs remain the true actors
in ocean protection communication, with over 75% of these campaigns being from Surfrider Foundation, Sea Shepherd
Conservation Society, Greenpeace and the WWF.
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In 2018, the Cannes Lions introduced the Sustainability Grand Prix,
revealing a clear new direction for the festival and the creative advertising
industry as a whole. The Palau Legacy Project was the first Sustainability
Grand Prix and was recognised by Maher Nasser, UN Director of the
Outreach Division, as a game changing campaign.
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Climate action
The United Nations report that 2019 was the 2nd warmest year, and marked the end of the warmest decade ever recorded.
In 2019, young activist Greta Thunberg addressed world leaders at the COP25, in a striking speech lamenting the generalised
inaction of our governments.
While the COVID-19 pandemic allowed a relative slowdown of emissions, with normal levels of activity resuming, the rate
of damages is accelerating. Encouraging responsible consumption from individuals and demanding the implementation of
policies from governments has been the mission of over 90 creative campaigns in 2019 and 125 in 2020, hinting at a new
sense of urgency.
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Fighting diseases, caring for mental health
Campaigns aiming to raise awareness and collect donations for medical research and humanitarian actions to face pandemics
and diseases such as HIV or cancer have been a constant since the early 2000s.
2020, however, saw a new scale of health communications, and once again, agencies mobilised to get the message across in
inventive and empathetic ways.
In parallel, discussion sparked around mental health, widening the scope of well-being campaigns. Indeed, there had been ads
depicting issues such as addiction or body image for many years, but the stigma around mental disorders as a whole was only
broken more recently in advertising, changing perceptions for the better.
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Moving Beyond Corporate Social Responsibility
In recent years, Greenpeace and other organisations have used campaigns to decry corporations’ empty discourses and
greenwashing, reminding us to look beyond the message and into the actions and results. Communication has the power
to drive change, but it cannot be self-sufficient. While the past 20 years of advertising for good have enabled NGOs to build
their legitimacy and bargaining power, with the advent of Corporate Social Responsibility advertising, agencies’ attention is
simultaneously diverting away from pro bono projects.
16% of campaigns collected in 2021 were from corporations, compared to 10% in 2015 and 6% in 2010. While we believe
it is necessary that brands take part of the movement, this shift also raises problematic trends, namely greenwashing and
social-washing. Balancing the role of NGOs and corporations is a challenge our industry will have to tackle in the years to come.
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When trust is at stake: the decisive role of the communication industry
Activity and production resumed this year, with more campaigns coming in and industry events returning to in-person.
Meanwhile, the pandemic revealed the extent of the populations’ distrust in political institutions, with confusing directives
and messages coming from governments, scientists and public health institutions. Fighting disinformation is already a major
challenge in our digital age, and one advertising needs to take on. At the beginning of this year, we witnessed the prevalent
role of communication in political conflicts and war; the information war has become more determinant than ever.
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Method
Responsible advertising has been the object of scarce research,
which often focuses on the organisations themselves rather
than on the campaigns. We saw an opportunity to fill a gap in
the knowledge by conducting a data analysis of our ad
collection, shifting the focus on the stories told by the ads
themselves. The collected metadata included the year of
creation, title, copywriting transcription, agency, advertiser,
industry, media type and theme, allowing to read visual
campaigns as text, and offering valuable research possibilities.
The results sometimes confirm observations made by industry
experts, and sometimes reveal unsuspected patterns. Our
findings are hereby visualised, to be explored and shared
among the community.

In the case of for-profit organisations, campaigns are
systematically labelled as Corporate Social Responsibility,
which means the collection makes the important distinction of
corporate versus nonprofit-issued advertising. This
categorisation allowed us to gain a unique insight into how both
evolved comparatively. The sample that is the ACT Responsible
collection is not meant to be representative of the entire
industry. The inclusion of campaigns in the collection partially
depends on its relative success and visibility. That being said,
campaigns from English or French-speaking countries are more
visible to the organisation’s team for obvious reasons, which
may cause discrepancies between country representations in
the collection.

The data collection, defined by ACT Responsible’s editorial line
in place since 2003, is determined by a simple criteron: the
campaign has to deal with a social or environmental issue,
whether the aim is to collect donations, call for action, or simply
raise awareness and educate. The advertiser can either be a
non-profit, government or institution. Data cleaning allowed to
delete duplicates and complete missing data as far as possible.

Capturing all the subtleties of “responsible” advertising is
beyond the ambition of this report. However, we believe it
provides meaningful insights, one piece of the picture,
which can be completed and refined through more needed
research.

About us
ACT Responsible is a Swiss-based non-profit association
created in 2001. ACT stands for Advertising Community
Together. ACT Responsible has built a network of committed
agencies, media, advertisers, institutions, NGOs and
corporations, all of whom believe responsible advertising is
essential for modern communication.
Through various initiatives, our association promotes the best
advertising campaigns concerning social and environmental
issues from around the world.
ACT Responsible is affiliated with the United Nations Department
of Public Information and part of the UN Global Compact.

Our vision: we believe that creativity has the power to overcome
social, generational and cultural barriers, encouraging
understanding and advocacy for change.
Advertising is a universal language full of images, music, words
and emotion. This combination has a powerful impact: we can
empathise with the message, media stimulates our senses and
both motivate us to become involved and to bring about
change.
Our mission: to inspire, promote and unite the advertising
communications industry to share good practice in social
responsibility and sustainable development.

Good ads gallery
We continuously gather first-rate advertising campaigns
concerning social and environmental issues from all over the
world. This unique content can be found in our multicriteria

searchable database the “Good Ads Gallery”, created by
adforum.com. The gallery grows by over 1,000 campaigns a
year.

Exhibitions and events
For over 19 years, we have produced hundreds of exhibitions
and film projections. We have organised debates for institutions,
schools and companies, raising awareness about social and

environmental issues and encouraging responsible behaviours.
We have also hosted events, indoors and out, at professional
gatherings, art galleries, cafés and corporation lobbies.

Act tributes
As of 2004, we organise public voting during our exhibitions,
allowing visitors to get involved and honour their favourite
campaign. The Cannes ACT Tributes recognise agencies’
contribution and motivate them to produce more outstanding work.

Last year we launched ACT Champions of Good — an annual
celebration of the people (public, NGO, advertiser, agency) who
have played leading roles in advancing social and environmental
causes through personal contributions or creative campaigns.

One minute of responsibility
The short programme “One Minute of Responsibility” was
launched in 2007. Created with the TV channel Euronews,
OMR features campaigns multiple times a day to raise
awareness about good causes. We select the content and
Euronews offers the media space which amplifies charities’

presence in people’s everyday lives. Since its launch, hundreds
of campaigns have benefited from thousands of minutes of free
media space broadcasted in 155 countries. This has a market
value of 15 million euros.

Ng'ad club
In 2008, we co-founded the NG’Ad Club to stimulate
discussion between business and charity communication in
order to promote, inspire and share good communication practice.

The Club offers its members meetings, dinners, technical
breakfasts and events throughout the year. The Club is based
in France and has over 45 NGO Communications Directors.

The care awards
The European Association of Communications Agencies and
ACT Responsible created this award in 2009 to highlight the
advertising industry’s contribution to society, celebrating the
most successful creative social and environmental campaigns.
The Care Awards focuses on issues such as public health, the
environment, sustainable consumption, public safety, disability,

human rights, domestic violence, child abuse, homelessness,
education and other similar subjects. The Care Awards’ jury is
chaired by a member of the European Parliament and
composed of NGO and Institution Communications directors,
Creative Directors, and CSR Experts.

The good report
The Good Report is a unique ranking of the world’s best use
of creative communications to promote sustainability and social
responsibility in order to raise awareness on major social and
environmental issues. It is created by ACT Responsible in

collaboration with WARC. WARC is the worldwide authority on
marketing and media effectiveness and the publisher of the
WARC Creative 100 Rankings, a global index of creative
excellence in advertising and a successor to the Gunn Report.

My act
MyACT is a daily web programme created with Pascal Cübb,
mister Sunglasses. It shines a light on the role, involvement,
and responsibility of advertising.

Key players share their visions for a few minutes during an
interview at the Cannes Lions International Festival — a great
way to raise younger creatives’ awareness.

Act responsable
In 2014, ACT Responsible launched its French sister company
(ACT Responsable) in order to share its content with a wider
audience.

The association works with city halls and corporations in
France, offering themed exhibitions and film projections that
raise awareness about important issues.

Advertising is a powerful tool. It can
raise awareness, influence attitudes
and sometimes even radically change
behaviours. It is up to us now to use this
tool responsibly to ensure a positive future
for generations to come.
Philippe Paget
CEO, AdForum

Social responsibility is not only among the
key themes discussed onstage at Cannes
Lions, it is at the heart of our own purpose
as a platform for the global marketing
industry. We believe in the power of
creativity for good and are proud to support
the work of ACT Responsible to uphold
the message that our community has the
potential to assert positive change through
creative brand communication.
Philip Thomas
Cannes Lions

Our purpose is empowering people
through independent and reliable news. We
believe the viewers should make their own
opinion on world issues and that Euronews
has this ability to make people feel more
independent and more responsible; this
is why we give the necessary airtime to
support responsible advertising.
Carolyn Gibson
Chief Revenue Officer, Euronews

The IAA is the only global association that
brings together all industry players. As the
global compass of the industry, we believe
our purpose is served by pointing the industry
towards a more accountable approach
to sustainability where all industry players
collaborate to help create advancement for
all stakeholders while protecting people and
the planet … in keeping with our core belief
that “what’s good, is good for business”.
Joel Nettey
World President & Chairman, IAA Global

In a world increasingly characterized by
change and uncertainty, people value
brands they can trust. At Havas Group
we are on a mission to make a meaningful
difference to brands, to businesses and
to people in order to generate sustainable
growth for our clients and create value for
all stakeholders.
Yannick Bolloré
CEO, Havas Group

As both a marketing company & a citizen of
our communities, IPG’s dedication to purpose
is a key driver of our success. We conduct
our business ethically, work to minimize our
environmental impact, and foster a culture of
inclusion and equity. We are focused on five
strategic pillars that define our purpose-driven
work. These are: human capital, diversity, equity
and inclusion, climate action, data ethics and
privacy and responsible media and content.
Philippe Krakowsky
Chief Executive Officer, IPG

Communication and advertising have an
important role to play in our society and
in the ecological transition. They can be a
powerful tool in helping changing mentalities,
behaviours and raising awareness around
social issues.
Agathe Bousquet
President Publicis Group France

Our industry is at the heart of many of the
pressing issues that we face as a society
–diversity, racial equity, privacy, data ethics
and, of course, climate change. What we do
and the judgements we make are critically
important. Tackling these issues is not a ‘nice
to have’: it is becoming integral to how we
do business.
Mark Read
Chief Executive Officer, WPP

One of the core principles of Anomaly is a
belief in brand behaviour – the belief that
meaningful acts speak the loudest, and
have the most positive impact on people
and the world. It’s a shared view with ACT
Responsible, which is what makes the
organisation so important to support.
Carl Johnson
Founding Partner, Anomaly

We’re humbled and honored to be named the
#1 Global Network for Promoting Good on The
Good Report 2021 rankings for the second
consecutive year – our sixth year ranking
among the top global networks in the world.
This achievement was made possible by our
teams who are producing timely and timeless
work that delivers economic-multiplying value
to our clients and society at large.
Susan Credle & Tyler Turnbull,
FCB Global Chair - Global CCO
& FCB Global CEO

The idea that agencies should be socially
responsible because we have the strategic
and creative abilities to affect behaviour
is beside the point. We should be socially
responsible because we’re human beings. Be
a decent human being. That’s the message,
and we should never stop spreading it.
Michael Houston
Worldwide CEO, Grey Group

We believe that sustainability is a business
imperative. It is essential to our growth as a
company, to the health of our clients and,
more critically, to the health of the wider world
in which we live as a corporate citizen. We
are committed to decarbonizing across our
business and are creating goals and actions
now that will build a better future. All of our
efforts must move with as much velocity as
possible.
Bill Kolb
Chairman & CEO, McCann Worldgroup

The days of doing good versus doing well are
over. Today businesses that want to remain
relevant and thrive understand they must do
both. We have the privilege of working with
some of the world’s greatest brands who, like
us, believe that a company can do well by
doing good. We are proud to support ACT
Responsible in all their endeavors to unite
the industry on social and environmental
responsibility for a better world.
Devika Bulchandani,
Global President & CEO, Ogilvy

In a world of seemingly insurmountable
challenges – from climate change to
pandemics to war to rising authoritarianism
and racism – it is incumbent upon creative
people to come together and use our
superpowers to drive change. ACT’s role
is to harness all that is good in our industry
and focus on the efforts making a difference.
Barry Wacksman,
Chairman & CRO, Proto
& Chairperson Of The Board
Of Directors, 4as

TBWA is honored to support ACT
Responsible and its mission to put creative
and strategic minds to work to do good
in the world. This community serves as an
excellent reminder that advertising is more
than a “buy this!” business; when done
right, it is a powerful tool with the potential
to spread influence, shift perception and
disrupt conventions on a global scale. We
believe it is our duty to fulfill that potential.
Troy Ruhanen
President and CEO, TBWA Worldwide

One of our company behaviours, Creative
Bravery, spearheads much of our work. It
is just one of the ways we inspire growth for
ambitious brands, by addressing important,
compelling, and sensitive real-world issues
to help marketers anticipate and navigate
change. Our commitment to inclusivity
drives us to create better experiences for
everyone—our people, our clients and
society at large.
Mel Edwards
Global CEO, Wunderman Thompson

In our communicating society, the
advertising industry is more than ever
aware of the stakes involved in social
responsibility. Our role is to encourage
consumers to adopt a more responsible
and ethical behaviour. The members of the
AACC are committed to helping the world
to change regarding these crucial issues.
Marie-Pierre Bordet
Vice-President, AACC

E-artsup students like to engage. Our
partnership with Act Responsive empowers
them to put their talent and determination
to work for great causes. They work in
a constructive and collaborative spirit
for a better & fairer world. This is the best
educational program I can imagine for a
graphic design school. Thank you for this
beautiful collaboration !
Nicolas Becqueret
Director, e-artsup

As a journalist I’m aware that advertising
plays a valuable part in funding a free and
independent press. But it has another role
too: supporting good causes with impactful
messages. However, in an era when “brand
purpose” has become fashionable, ACT
can sift the committed from those who are
following a trend.
Mark Tungate
Editorial Director, The Epica Awards

There’s no room for self-serving brands. Be
part of the solution or get the f… out of my
life.
Thomas Kolster
Founder, Goodvertising Agency

All media must all take part in building a
new world, respectful of the SDGs. This has
been PUB’s commitment since 2018. Act
Responsible has been encouraging us in
this direction for many years. It is therefore
a source of pride to work together hand in
hand.
Philippe Warzee
Editorial Director

Our mission at RTL AdConnect is to
support international advertisers with their
pan-European campaigns by providing
a simplified access to a global premium
and brand safe inventory. Responsibility in
advertising is an essential topic and that is
why we are very honoured to host this year’s
ACT Responsible Awards.
Stéphane Coruble
CEO of RTL AdConnect

Creativity as a force for positive change is
more important than ever. WARC is delighted
to collaborate with Act Responsible to
continue shining a light on the brands, the
NGOs and the agencies that are creating
breakthrough ideas that truly matter to
society.
David Tiltman
Head of Content at Warc Rankings
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There are many pitfalls in advertising: being
provocative, misleading, sexist... However,
when put to good use, advertising can
be a very powerful tool. ACT Responsible
emphasises how it can be used to defend
worthy causes. Advertising is a weapon, let’s
make use of it!
Pascal Cubb
President IAA France
FRANCE

FRANCE
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